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Abstract
Using cosmic ray muon data recorded during the summer of 2007, we have studied the
time-of-flight distributions between back-to-back modules of the ATLAS Tile Calorimeter.
The results are in good agreement with the distributions expected from calorimeter geom-
etry, and allow for cross-checks of timing corrections obtained in laser runs. Calorimeter
timing is a useful tool to remove non-physics backgrounds, and we introduce new cuts at the


























1 ATLAS experiment and Tile Calorimeter
The ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) [1], [2] experiment is one of two general-purpose detectors
under construction at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [3] at CERN [4]. Results from the LHC are
expected to shed new light on the origin of electroweak symmetry breaking, and potentially open a wide
spectrum of new physics discoveries. The main components of the ATLAS detector include the inner
tracking detectors, the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters, and the muon spectrometers. This note
focuses on a detailed timing analysis of cosmic ray muon signals in the ATLAS hadronic tile calorimeter
(TileCal) [5]. Additional studies making use of the TileCal timing can be found in [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18].
TileCal is a sampling calorimeter with iron absorber and scintillating plastic “tiles” as the active
material, with a novel geometry of alternating layers perpendicular to the beam direction, and staggered
in depth. This geometry provides a homogeneous sampling when the calorimeter is placed behind an
electromagnetic compartment and a coil equivalent to about two interaction lengths of material.
The TileCal is a cylindrical structure with inner and outer radius of 2280 and 4230 mm respectively,
located in the region |η | <1.7, and is divided into three cylindrical sections; a barrel and two extended
barrels. The barrel cylinder is 5640 mm in length along the beam axis, while each of the extended
barrel cylinders is 2910 mm long. Each detector cylinder is built of 64 independent wedges along the
azimuthal direction. Between the barrel and the extended barrels there is a gap of about 600 mm, which
is needed for the Inner Detector and the electromagnetic calorimeter cables, electronics and services.
The main function of the Tile Calorimeter is to contribute to the energy measurement of jets produced
in pp interactions and, with the addition of the end-cap and forward calorimeters, to provide a good
measurement of missing transverse momentum.
The light from each scintillating tile is transmitted on two sides by a wavelength-shifting fibre, and
the fibres are bundled together to form readout cells of (0.1 x 0.1) in (ηxφ ) with three different sampling
depths ((0.2 x 0.1) in the third sampling). Each cell is read out by two PMT’s, one on either side, with a
total of approximately 10000 PMT’s in the entire TileCal. Figure 1 shows the Tile Calorimeter cells of
one half barrel module and an extended barrel module, with the three independent longitudinal samplings
labelled A, BC and D.
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Figure 1: Cell geometry of one half of a TileCal barrel and extended barrel module. The fibers of each
cell are routed to one PMT on each side. The PMT’s are located in a rectangular girder region at the top
(not shown).
The TileCal has excellent timing resolution, of order 1 ns per cell measuring energy deposits above
2
1 GeV. Timing resolution measurements for TileCal testbeam data can be found in references [19] and
[20]. Calorimeter timing can be exploited to remove backgrounds, such as out-of-time cosmic rays,
beam-gas events, beam-halo events, etc. Here we concentrate on the time-of-flight of cosmic ray muons
in TileCal.
In Section 2 we give a brief summary of cosmic ray muon characteristics in the TileCal, define
important quantities used along the analysis and estimate the predicted time of flight (TOF) from Tile-
Cal geometry. In Section 3 we analyze the time of flight distribution using three different approaches,
comparing the measured values to the predicted ones and discuss the results. We also show in this sec-
tion plots to motivate some of the cuts applied during the analysis. Our conclusions are summarized in
Section 4.
2 Cosmic Rays in the Tile calorimeter
The analysis of cosmic ray muons [21] is a crucial step in the commissioning of the ATLAS calorime-
ters [22]. Typically muons deposit between 1 to 3 GeV in each projective tower of the TileCal, compared
to an electronics noise of O(100) MeV per tower. A dedicated trigger has been constructed to allow for
the triggering of cosmic ray muons in the TileCal [23], [24], [25]; this forms one of the main cosmic ray
triggers for ATLAS commissioning.
One of the methods for separating cosmic ray signals from electronics noise in each cell is to study
the time difference between the two PMT’s per cell, here labelled “up” and “down”. We expect in general
the higher the signal energy, the smaller the cell time difference δ t:
δ t = T f it[up]−T f it[down] (1)
where T f it is the PMT time reconstructed from a least-squares fit [26] to the digitized pulse data. Note
that the finite cell size limits the precision of the time difference to a few ns (see next section). The
overall cell time is defined as tcell , as:
tcell = (T f it[up]+T f it[down])/2 (2)
For the cell energy, we define:
Ecell = E f it[up]+E f it[down] (3)
where E f it[up(down)] is the energy reconstructed in each PMT calculated by a least-squares fit method [26].
In this paper we obtain the time of flight of muons in the TileCal between back-to-back (BTB)
modules in the ”A side” (i.e., BTB in φ ) of the barrel (LBA19 and LBA51) but to improve statistics
we perform part of the analysis with six pairs of modules (LBA14 to LBA19 with LBA46 to LBA51).
When this is the case it is mentioned explicitly; for all other cases only one pair of modules is used. We
calculate the time of flight as:
t f light = tcell(top)− tcell(bot) (4)
where tcell(top) and tcell(bot) are the top and bottom modules cell times respectively.
In this early stage of ATLAS commissioning, the intermodule timing calibrations were not yet avail-
able in a database. As consequence, we use the timing corrections obtained by [27] using laser runs. One
of the purposes of this work was to crosscheck these laser time offsets.
To estimate the expected times of flights for muons travelling between the modules, we use the
distances as in [28] and [5] considering that the muons travel close to the speed of light. As the cell
distances are measured from each cell center, we use the cell sizes in the (η ,φ) plane to estimate the
maximum TOF error. Let x and y be the cell dimensions, such that the time of flight error is:
√
(x2 + y2)/c (5)
3
where c is the speed of light. Although the cells have different sizes depending on layer, the largest
differences are between A, BC and D cells (D cells have slightly different sizes but we take the largest
D cell). By calculating the error in this way, we assume that the muon has an equal probability of
traversing any part of the cell (this is a conservative estimate; strictly speaking only muons that go from
cell center to cell center in the same side and from the same cell (A1 to A1 for example, see section 2.3)
are truly vertical). We find for the times of flight expected from geometry for vertical A, BC and D cells
(−16.2±1.5) ns, (−19.8±3.6) ns and (−24.2±6.0) ns respectively.
When all cells are considered, the problem of obtaining a TOF for each cell group is less obvious
because we are now considering all possible muon trajectories from the shortest (the vertical cells), to the
longest, i.e., the first cell to the last cell (A1 to A8 for example). Nevertheless we make the approximation
that that the highest contribution are from the vertical cells, and as we already considered the error within
the limit of the largest cell size (for A, BC and D) this assumption is quite reasonable. This hypothesis
will be checked with the measured TOF’s values.
3 Data analysis
The data used in this present analysis were taken on July 27, 2007 and include 10626 events (run 16965),
which was a calorimeter-only run triggered by the TileCal cosmic ray trigger. For reconstruction we
use version 13.0.10 of the Athena software framework. We calculate the time of flight of muons us-
ing a series of cuts to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio, using information of the cell energy and
PMT time difference per cell. Pedestal-like events, in which the signal reconstruction algorithm sets
T f it[up(down)] = 0.00, were removed from the sample. Well known hot cells from previous commis-
sioning analysis were also removed. We will now apply a series of cuts on Ecell and |δ t| to demonstrate
their successive improvement in the signal to noise ratio.
3.1 Cell time and PMT time difference versus cell energy
Figures 2 and 3 show Ecell as a function of |δ t| and tcell for cells passing a first set of loose selection
cuts, Ecell > 100MeV and |δ t| < 50 ns. These cuts still retain a sufficient fraction of background so
that it can be studied. All results in this section were obtained using six top TileCal modules (LBA14
to LBA19). Distributions for the bottom modules give similar results. The first plot is shown in Figure
2, which gives the cell energy versus the cell time difference |δ t|. Note that most of the cell energy is
concentrated in a small region below 6 ns. In order to balance signal to noise while retaining sufficient
statistics, we apply a 6 ns time difference cut for the time of flight analysis (it is important to keep in
mind that this is a box-plot, so the actual number of points can be a bit misleading; there are 1197 entries
in the region above 6 ns, out of a total of 8099 entries). Note also that many of the high energy events
with Ecell > 10GeV have a very low cell time difference |δ t|. For reference, we also show in Figure 3
the cell energy versus the cell time tcell .
3.2 Vertical Cells
In this section we compute the TOF for vertical A, BC, and D cells separately. Here we define vertical
cells as the same cells in two opposite drawers, for example A1 in LBA19 and A1 in LBA51. This also
allows a better comparison to the TOF expected from geometry, especially for the smaller A cells (here
only vertical cells are being considered; when we include all possible cells in the next section we expect
more deviations due the non-verticality of muons).
Figure 4 shows the TOF for vertical A cells between 6 pairs of modules of the TileCal barrel for a cell
energy Ecell > 100 MeV. With this very loose cut on energy, it is not yet possible to obtain a meaningful
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Figure 2: Cell energy Ecell versus the cell time difference |δ t| for six top TileCal barrel modules with
Ecell > 100 MeV and |δ t|< 50 ns. Note that there are 1197 entries in the region of |δ t|> 6 ns, out of a
total of 8099 entries.
gaussian fit (see the Appendix B for plots for BC and D cells with the same cut) due the presence of
background. To treat this problem we now study cuts on cell energy and cell time difference and show
their effect. Then in the following section we further develop these cuts and the improvement becomes
even more evident.
Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the time of flight for vertical cells (A, BC and D respectively) for a cell
energy Ecell > 200 MeV and a cell time difference cut of |δ t| < 6 ns. The statistics for the A cells
are rather low(partly due to the small cell size, as smaller size implies shorter muon path length and
therefore less energy deposited) but the result of the gaussian fit is encouraging: (−14.2±0.5) ns, which
is in agreement with the expected value from geometry (all fit errors were calculated as the gaussian
width divided by the square-root of the number of entries). The statistics for BC cells are more than
three times greater, and the fit gives (−18.1±0.5) ns in good agreement with the expected value. For the
D cells in Figure 7 it appears that a few cells have too low a TOF, which can be seen in the second peak
around −11 ns. The statistics for the D cells are slightly lower than for the BC cells (i.e., the BC cells
have the largest statistics because of the largest signal). The mean of the fitted gaussian distribution is
around (−20.7± 0.7) ns. Investigating these events, we find they occur only between modules LBA17
and LBA49, which suggests the timing corrections for the D cells in those modules could further be
improved. In Table 1 we summarize the expected and measured time of flight results for vertical cells
with the above cuts.
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Figure 3: Cell energy Ecell versus the average cell time tcell for six top barrel TileCal modules with
Ecell > 100 MeV and |δ t|< 50 ns.
3.3 Time of Flight for all cells
We now consider the TOF for all cells between one pair of BTB modules (LBA19 and LBA51), i.e., we
calculate the TOF between an A (BC, D) cell on the top and and A (BC, D) cell on the bottom, which
improves greatly the overall statistics. One complication that arises with this approach is that some
events may contain multiple particles. To obtain the desired distributions we search for muons, i.e., any
events that passed the cuts simultaneously, between the two modules. In the case of a two-muon event
for example, we obtain the two correct muon TOF plus two ”fake” muons (for example, suppose two
real muons passed cells in LBA19 and LBA51 registering times ta and tb and t1 and t2 respectively. In
this event we would get two entries (t1-ta) and (t2-tb), the correct ones, but because we do not know the
actual muon path we register (t2-ta) and (t1-tb) as well, which are artificial entries); however, this effect
is found to be small.
Figures 8 and 9 show the TOF distribution for all cells between two BTB modules for Ecell > 100
MeV for BC and D cells respectively. As expected the noise for both distributions is very high which
can be seen by the high fluctuation on both sides of the peak of the distribution, especially in the region
of positive times where one does not expect a signal. A plot for A cells give similar results.
Figures 10, 11 and 12 show the distribution for Ecell > 100 MeV, for A, BC and D cells respectively,
but with a cell time difference cut of |δ t| < 6 ns. It is clear that an improvement is made with this cut.
For this time and energy cuts only the D cells gave the reasonable fit of (−19.2±0.9) ns to be compared
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Figure 4: Time of flight distribution for vertical
A cells with Ecell > 100 MeV.
 Time of Flight [ns]















Figure 5: Time of flight distribution for vertical
A cells with Ecell > 200 MeV and |δ t|< 6 ns.
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Figure 6: Time of flight distribution for vertical
BC cells with Ecell > 200 MeV and |δ t|< 6 ns.
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Figure 7: Time of flight distribution for vertical
D cells with Ecell > 200 MeV and |δ t|< 6 ns.
with (−19.8±3.6) ns from the geometry.
Figure 13 shows the time of flight distribution for D cells with Ecell > 200 MeV. Much of the noise
has been removed, and the few points remaining in the positive part of the plot, or with large negative
times may be ”fake muons” or exceptional noise fluctuations. The mean of the gaussian fit for Figure 13
is (−21.4±0.6) ns. For BC cells the fitted value obtained is (−16.5±0.4) ns. Due to residual background
in the plot for A cells, in order to obtain a reasonable fit we must restrict the fit range to [-30,0] ns, for
which we obtain a gaussian mean of (−14.7± 0.4) ns. Both plots for A and BC cells for this cut are
shown in Appendix B. The results are summarized in Table 2. In Figure 14 the effect of a cell time
difference cut of |δ t| < 6ns for D cells for Ecell > 200 MeV is shown and the results for the three types
of cells summarized in Table 3.
Finally we consider a cell energy cut of 400 MeV, which is shown in Figure 15 for BC cells and in
Figure 16 for D cells. At this energy the noise is almost completely suppressed, but a few points with
a low TOF are found, especially for the D cells. These outliers are completely removed when a cell
time difference cut of |δ t| < 6ns is applied, as shown in Figures 17 and 18. Results for the A cells
can be found in Appendix B and suggest a less need of a |δ t| cut for this type of cell at this energy
regime. Tables 4 and 5 show the expected and measured results for the plots in this energy range with
7
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Figure 8: Time of flight distribution for all BC
cells with Ecell > 100 MeV.
Time of Flight [ns]

















Figure 9: Time of flight distribution for all D
cells with Ecell > 100 MeV.
Time of Flight [ns]
















Figure 10: Time of flight distribution for all A
cells with Ecell > 100 MeV and |δ t|< 6ns.
Time of Flight [ns]




















Figure 11: Time of flight distribution for all BC
cells with Ecell > 100 MeV and |δ t|< 6ns.
Time of Flight [ns]



















Figure 12: Time of flight distribution for all D
cells with Ecell > 100 MeV and |δ t|< 6ns.
Time of Flight [ns]
















Figure 13: Time of flight distribution for all D
cells with Ecell > 200 MeV.
Time of Flight [ns]



















Figure 14: Time of flight distribution for all D
cells with Ecell > 200 MeV and |δ t|< 6ns.
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Table 1: Predicted and experimental time of flight for vertical cells with Ecell > 200 MeV and |δ t| < 6
ns.




Table 2: Predicted and measured time of flight for all cells as function of cell type with Ecell > 200 MeV.




and without a cell time difference cut respectively.
3.4 Average Time of Flight
Next we consider the average TOF for the muons for all cells. Now we expect a narrower width around
the peak of the distributions, as the effect of mis-identified muons is reduced. The drawback of this
approach is that one loses the more detailed cell information. To obtain the average TOF we simply sum
all top and bottom cell times and calculate the average TOF, i.e.,:




where At f light is the average TOF and Ncells is the number of selected cells. Note that with this approach
we are always taking one entry per event, i.e., in the example we gave in the last section for the two
muon event we would obtain At f light = (t1+ t2− ta− tb)/2, i.e., we solved the problem of not knowing
the actual muons tracks by taking the average.
In Figures 19 and 20 we record the average time of flight distribution for Ecell > 100 MeV for A and
BC cells respectively. Due to the large noise contamination the peak is poorly resolved, especially for
the A cells.
On the other hand the average time of flight distribution for Ecell > 100 MeV and |δ t| < 6ns given
in Figures 21 and 22 demonstrates the power of a cut on the cell time difference. For the A cells the
improvement makes it already possible for one to obtain a gaussian fit of (−13.5± 0.4). This can be
further improved with a tighter cut on cell energy. In Figure 23 we see the average TOF distribution
Table 3: Predicted and measured time of flight for all cells as function of cell type with Ecell > 200 MeV,
with the additional requirement of |δ t|< 6ns.






Table 4: Predicted and measured time of flight for all cells as function of cell type with Ecell > 400 MeV.




Table 5: Predicted and measured time of flight for all cells as function of cell type with Ecell > 400 MeV,
with the additional requirement of |δ t|< 6ns.
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Figure 15: Time of flight distribution for all BC
cells with Ecell > 400 MeV.
Time of Flight [ns]















Figure 16: Time of flight distribution for all D
cells with Ecell > 400 MeV.
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Figure 17: Time of flight distribution for all BC
cells with Ecell > 400 MeV and |δ t|< 6ns.
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Figure 18: Time of flight distribution for all D
cells with Ecell > 400 MeV and |δ t|< 6ns.
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Figure 19: Average time of flight distribution
for A cells with Ecell > 100 MeV.
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Figure 20: Average time of flight distribution
for BC cells with Ecell > 100 MeV.
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Figure 21: Average time of flight distribution
for A cells with Ecell > 100 MeV and |δ t| <
6ns.
Average Time of Flight [ns]
















Figure 22: Average time of flight distribution
for BC cells with Ecell > 100 MeV and |δ t| <
6ns.
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Figure 23: Average time of flight distribution
for A cells with Ecell > 200 MeV and |δ t| <
6ns.
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Table 6: Predicted and experimental average time with Ecell > 200 MeV and |δ t|< 6 ns as a function of
cell type.




for Ecell > 200 MeV and |δ t| < 6ns. A few noise entries remain in the positive part of the histogram.
The gaussian fit for Figure 23 is around (−13.5± 0.4)ns. The plots for BC and D cells can be found
in Appendix B. In Table 6 we summarize the expected and measured average time of flight results as a
function of cell type for Ecell > 200 MeV and |δ t|< 6ns.
To refine the average TOF distributions we apply the cut Ecell > 400 MeV, shown in Figure 24 for D
cells. Because of some few remaining points with too-low a TOF the gaussian fit does not appear very
reliable. The problem is solved with a |δ t| cut of 6 ns shown in Figure 25. In Appendix B it is possible to
find similar results for A and BC cells and in Table 7 we summarize the fits for the averages TOF’s with
Ecell > 400 MeV and |δ t|< 6 ns. In order to improve the statistics, the result for six pairs of top-bottom
modules (six on the bottom and six on the top, LBA14 to LBA19 with LBA46 to LBA51) are shown in
Figures 26, 27 and 28, for A, BC and D cells respectively. For all plots it is possible to observe an
increase of a small extra peak around −10ns, showing that it is an effect present in more than one pair of
modules and for the three types of cells. In Table 8 the TOF fitted results for Ecell > 400 MeV using 6
pairs of modules are summarized.
Table 7: Predicted and experimental average time with Ecell > 400 MeV and |δ t|< 6 ns as a function of
cell type.




Table 8: Predicted and measured time of flight for all cells as function of cell type, for six pairs of barrel
modules, with Ecell > 400 MeV.




3.5 Cell time, cell energy and |δ t| vs TOF
To complete the discussion, we show three distributions relating to the cuts used in the above analysis.
Here we apply the same cuts as in section 3.1 using the same six top modules (LBA14 to LBA19).
The first distribution is the cell energy for the modules, shown in Figure 29. The cell energy is
concentrated in a small region that peaks below 1 GeV, followed by a second smaller region up to 19
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Figure 24: Average time of flight distribution
for D cells with Ecell > 400 MeV.
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Figure 25: Average time of flight distribution
for D cells with Ecell > 400 MeV and |δ t| <
6ns.
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Figure 26: Average time of flight distribution
for A cells, for six pairs of barrel modules, with
Ecell > 400 MeV.
Average Time of Flight [ns]



















Figure 27: Average time of flight distribution
for BC cells, for six pairs of barrel modules,
with Ecell > 400 MeV.
Average Time of Flight [ns]





















Figure 28: Average time of flight distribution
for D cells, for six pairs of barrel modules, with
Ecell > 400 MeV.
13
GeV. Most of the events concentrated in the low-energy region arise from electronics noise. Some hard
bremsstrahlung events with Ecell > 30GeV (and a few events with Ecell > 50GeV) are also observed, but
are not shown in the plot for clarity. For comparison, Figure 30 gives the same cell energy distribution
but with a tighter cut of |δ t|< 6 ns.
Next we show the cell time distribution with a cut of |δ t|< 50 ns in Figure 31, and with |δ t|< 6 ns
in Figure 32. The mean of the first distribution is 3.4 ns due to the fact that the low energy cut has slightly
biased the distribution.
The plot in Figure 33 shows the cell time difference |δ t| versus the time of flight between the mod-
ules. Note the densely-populated region around the value of −20ns; the smaller the value of |δ t| in this
region more clustered the points. This demonstrates again the use of a cut on cell time difference in
selecting signal events.
4 Conclusions
We have calculated the time of flight of cosmic ray muons between back-to-back modules of the Tile
Calorimeter barrel using three different techniques, developing cuts on the cell time difference and cell
energy. These results are in good agreement with the expected time of flight from geometry.
We first calculated the time of flight for vertical muons, separating the three types of TileCal barrel
cells A, BC and D. The results of the gaussian mean for the three types of cells are in good agreement
with the expected value, although the statistics for the A cells were low. We also find that a few D cells
give unexpected times of flight between modules LBA17 and LBA49.
Then we obtained the time of flight distributions for all A, BC and D cells. The effect of mis-
identified muons due to electronics noise is found to be small. After a cut of 400 MeV in the cell energy
and 6 ns in the cell time difference the time of flight distributions contain very little noise and the mean
of the gaussian for the distribution is in very good agreement with the expected value.
We have studied selection cuts to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, and find that cuts on cell energy
of 400 MeV and time difference of 6 ns are sufficient for this study. The results have been expanded to
six pairs of top-bottom modules, improving the overall statistics. All times of flight calculated in this
paper were made using timing corrections obtained with laser runs studies, and we conclude that in the
majority of cases they were in agreement with the expected results.
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A Lengths used for Time of Flight calculation
In Table 9 we show the distances used for the time of flight calculation. All distances are from center-
to-center. Note that the distances are between the same cells, i.e., for A cells from A1 to A1, A2 to A2,
etc. The same is true for B, C and D. Note also that the final BC TOF that was used in the note was taken
as the average TOF between B and C.
Table 9: Vertical cell distances (center to center) for TileCal barrel, side A.





B Times of flight with cell energy and time difference cuts
In Figures 34 and 35 we show the TOF for vertical BC and D cells respectively. As for the A cells, for the
BC cells it was not possible to obtain a meaningful gaussian fit, but for the D cells despite the presence
of noise the fitted value is (−20.5± 0.62)ns which is already in good agreement with the prediction of
(−24.2±6.0)ns from geometry.
In figures 36 and 37 we show the TOF for BC and A cells respectively, with a Ecell > 100 MeV cut.
Figures 38 and 39 show the TOF for BC cells with Ecell > 400 MeV, without and with a |δ t|< 6ns cut
respectively.
Figures 40 and 41 show the average TOF for D cells with Ecell > 400 MeV, without and with
a |δ t| < 6ns cut respectively. In figures 42 and 43 the average TOF is shown for BC and D cells
respectively, with Ecell > 200 MeV and |δ t| < 6ns cut. Figures 44, 45, 46 and 47 show the average
TOF for A and BC cells with Ecell > 400 MeV, the first two without a cell time difference cut of 6ns and
the two last with the cut applied.
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Figure 34: Time of flight distribution for verti-
cal BC cells with Ecell > 100 MeV.
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Figure 35: Time of flight distribution for verti-
cal D cells with Ecell > 100 MeV.
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Figure 36: Time of flight distribution for all A
cells with Ecell > 200 MeV.
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Figure 37: Time of flight distribution for all BC
cells with Ecell > 200 MeV.
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Figure 38: Time of flight distribution for all A
cells with Ecell > 400 MeV.
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Figure 39: Time of flight distribution for all A
cells with Ecell > 400 MeV and |δ t|< 6ns.
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Figure 40: Average time of flight distribution
for D cells with Ecell > 100 MeV.
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Figure 41: Average time of flight distribution
for D cells with Ecell > 100 MeV and |δ t| <
6ns.
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Figure 42: Average time of flight distribution
for BC cells with Ecell > 200 MeV and |δ t| <
6ns.
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Figure 43: Average time of flight distribution
for D cells with Ecell > 200 MeV and |δ t| <
6ns.
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Figure 44: Average time of flight distribution
for A cells with Ecell > 400 MeV.
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Figure 45: Average time of flight distribution
for BC cells with Ecell > 400 MeV.
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Figure 46: Average time of flight distribution
for A cells with Ecell > 400 MeV and |δ t| <
6ns.
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Figure 47: Average time of flight distribution
for BC cells with Ecell > 400 MeV and |δ t| <
6ns.
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